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Abstract  
  
As  the  exponential  explosion  of  various  contents  generated  on the Web, Recommendation techniques have 
become increasingly indispensable.  Innumerable  different  kinds  of  recommendations are made on the web every 
day, including movies, music, books, images,    books    recommendations,    query    suggestions,    tags 
recommendations, etc. No matter what types of data sources are used for the recommendations, essentially these 
data sources can be modelled in the form of various types of graphs. In this paper, aiming at providing a general 
framework on mining Web graphs for recommendations, we first propose a novel diffusion method which   
propagates   similarities   between   different   nodes   and generates recommendations; then we illustrate how to 
generalize different  recommendation   problems  into  our  graph  diffusion framework.  The  proposed  framework  
can  be  utilized  in  many recommendation tasks on the World Wide Web, including query suggestions,    tag    
recommendations,    expert    finding,    image recommendations, image annotations, etc.  
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1. Introduction 
 

With    the    diverse    and    explosive    growth    of    
Web information,  how  to  organize  and  utilize  the  
information effectively  and  efficiently  has  become  
more  and  more critical.  This  is  especially  important  
for  Web  2.0  related applications since user generated 
information is more free- style and less structured, 
which increases the difficulties in mining useful 
information from these data sources. In order to satisfy 
the information needs of Web users and improve the     
user    experience    in     many    Web    applications, 
Recommender    Systems,    have    been    well    studied    
in academia and widely deployed in industry. Typically,     
recommender     systems     are     based     on 
Collaborative    Filtering,    this    is    a    technique    that 
automatically  predicts  the  interest  of  an  active  user  
by collecting  rating  information  from  other  similar  
users  or items. The underlying assumption of 
collaborative filtering is that the active user  will prefer 
those items which other similar users prefer.  
Fortunately,  on  the  Web,  no  matter  what  types  of  
data sources  are  used  for  recommendations,  in  most  
cases, these data sources can be modeled in the form of 
various types   of   graphs.   If   we   can   design   a   
general   graph recommendation     algorithm,     we     
can     solve     many recommendation  problems  on  
the  Web.  However,  when designing  such  a  
framework  for  recommendations  on  the Web,  we  
still  face  several  challenges  that  need  to  be 
addressed.  The  first  challenge  is  that  it  is  not  easy  

to recommend  latent  semantically  relevant  results  to  
users. The  second  challenge  is  how  to  take  into  
account  the personalization feature. The last challenge 
is that it is time- consuming      and      inefficient      to      
design      different recommendation algorithms for 
different recommendation tasks.  Actually,  most  of  
these  recommendation  problems have some common 
features,  where a general framework is needed to 
unify the recommendation tasks on the Web. 
Moreover, most of existing  methods are complicated  
and require to tune a large number of parameters.  In 
this, aiming at solving the problems analyzed above, 
we propose a general framework for the 
recommendations on the Web. This framework is built 
upon the heat diffusion on  both  undirected  graphs  
and  directed  graphs,  and  has several advantages: (1) 
It is a general method, which can be utilized to many 
recommendation tasks on the Web; (2) It  can  provide  
latent  semantically  relevant  results  to  the original  
information  need;  (3)  This   model  provides  a 
natural  treatment  for  personalized 
recommendations;  (4) The  designed recommendation  
algorithm  is  scalable  to very large datasets.  
  
2. Literature Survey  
  
Recommendation    on    the    Web    is    a    general    
term representing   a   specific   type   of   information   
filtering technique   that   attempts   to   present   
information   items (queries, movies, images, books, 
Web pages, etc.) that are likely  of  interest  to  the  
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users.  In  this  section,  we  review several    work    
related    to    recommendation,    including 
collaborative filtering, query suggestion techniques, 
image recommendation methods, and click through 
data analysis. 
  
2.1 Collaborative Filtering  
 
With  the  diverse  and  explosive  growth  of  Web  
information, how  to  organize  and  utilize  the  
information  effectively  and efficiently  has  become  
more  and  more  critical.  In  order  to satisfy the  
information  needs  of  Web  users  and  improve  the 
user  experience  in  many  Web  applications,  
Recommender Systems,  have   been  well  studied  in  
academia  an  widely deployed  in  industry.  Typically,  
recommender  systems  are based  on  Collaborative  
Filtering,  which  is  a  technique  that automatically   
predicts   the   interest   of   an   active   user   by 
collecting rating information from other similar users 
or items.  
  
  
2.1.1Overview of the Collaborative Filtering Progress 
The goal of a collaborative filtering algorithm is to 
suggest new  items  or  to  predict  the  utility  of  a  
certain  item  for  a particular user based on the user’s 
previous likings and the opinions   of   other   like-
minded   users.   In   a   typical   CF scenario, there is a 
list of  m users U={u1,u2,...um} and  a list of n items 
I={i1,i2,...in}. Each user ui has a list of items Iui,  which  
the  user  has  expressed  his/her  opinions  about. 
Opinions  can  be  explicitly  given  by  the  user  as  a  
rating score, generally within a certain numerical scale, 
or can be implicitly  derived  from  purchase  records,  
by  analyzing timing logs, by mining web hyperlinks 
and so on.   

Note  that  Iui I and  it  is  possible  for  Iui  to  be  a  
null-set. There  exists  a  distinguished  user  Ua U  
called  the  acive user for whom the task of a 
collaborative filtering algorithm is to find an item 
likeliness that can of two forms.  
 

 
 

Fig. 1 The Collaborative Filtering Process 

 

 

 
2.2 Query Suggestion  
  
In  order  to  recommend  relevant  queries  to  Web  
users,  a valuable technique, query suggestion,  has 
been employed by  some  prominent  commercial  
search  engines,  such  as Yahoo, Live Search, Ask and 
Google.  The  goal  of  query  suggestion  is  similar  to  
that  of  query expansion, query substitution and query 
refinement, which all  focus  on  understanding  users’  
search  intentions  and improving    the    queries    
submitted    by    users.    Query suggestion is closely 
related  to  query expansion  or query substitution,  
which  extends  the  original  query  with  new search 
terms to narrow down the scope of the search. But 
different from query expansion, query suggestion aims 
to suggest full queries that have been formulated by 
previous users  so  that query integrity  and  coherence 
are preserved in  the  suggested  queries  .  Query  
refinement  is  another closely   related   notion,   since   
the   objective   of   query refinement   is   interactively   
recommending   new  queries related to a particular 
query.  Actually, several different ranking methods 
using random walks  can  also  be  employed  into  the  
query  suggestion tasks    on    a    query-URL    bipartite    
graph,    including PageRank, HITS, etc. Typically, query 
suggestion is based on local (i.e., search result sets) and 
global (i.e., thesauri) document analysis, or anchor text 
analysis. However, these traditional methods have 
difficulty summarizing the latent meaning  of  a  Web   
document  due   to   the   huge   noise embedded in each 
Web page. Moreover, this noise is not easily removed 
by machine learning methods. In order to avoid  these  
problems,  some  additional  data  sources  are likely to 
be very helpful to improve the recommendation 
quality.  In  fact,  clickthrough  data  is  an  ideal  source  
for mining relevant queries.  
 

2.3 Clickthrough Data Analysis  
 

In   the   field   of   clickthrough   data   analysis,   the   
most common  usage  is  for  optimizing  Web  search  
results  or rankings.  Besides  ranking,  clickthrough  
data  is  also  well studied  in the query clustering 
problem. Query clustering is a process used to discover 
frequently asked questions or most  popular  topics  on  
a  search  engine.  This  process  is crucial  for  search  
engines  based  on  question-answering. Recently, 
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clickthrough data has been analyzed and applied to  
several  interesting  research  topics,  such  as  Web  
query hierarchy building and extraction of class 
attributes.  
  
2.4 Image Recommendation  
  
Besides       query       suggestion,       another       
interesting recommendation    application    on    the    
Web    is    image recommendation.   Image   
recommendation   systems,   like Photoree,  focus  on  
recommending  interesting  images  to Web  users  
based  on  users’  preference.  Normally,  these systems 
first ask users to rate some images as they like or 
dislike, and then recommend images to the users based 
on the  tastes  of  the  users.  In  the  academia,  few  
tasks  are proposed  to  solve  the  image  
recommendation  problems since this is a relatively 
new field and analyzing the image contents is a 
challenge job. However, since it is a context- based 
method, the computational complexity is very high and   
it   cannot   scale   to   large   datasets.   While   in   our 
framework  proposed  in  this  paper,  by  diffusing  on  
the image tag bipartite graph with one or more images, 
we can accurately  and  efficiently  suggest  
semantically  relevant non  personalized  or  
personalized  images  to  the  users.  In general,  
comparing  with  previous  work,  our  work  is  a 
general  framework  which  can  be  effectively,  
efficiently and naturally applied to most of the 
recommendation tasks on the Web.  

 
 
Proposed Methodology  
  
Heat  diffusion  is  a  physical  phenomenon.  In  a  
medium, heat always flows from a position with high 
temperature to a  position  with  low temperature.  
Recently,  heat  diffusion based   approaches   have   
been   successfully   applied   in various domains such 
as classification and dimensionality reduction 
problems.  In   this   paper,   we   model   diffusion   of   
innovations   as processes of heat diffusion. Actually, 
the process of people influencing  others  is  very  
similar  to  the  heat  diffusion phenomenon. In a social 
network, the innovators and early adopters of a 
product or innovation act as heat sources, and have  a  
very  high  amount  of  heat.  These  peoples  start  to 
influence  others,  and  diffuse  their  influence  to  the  
early majority, then the late  majority. Finally, at a 
certain time point, heat is diffused to the margin of this 
social network, and the laggards adopt this product or 
innovation.  

  
3.1 Diffusion on Undirected Graphs  
 

 

  

 
3.2 Diffusion on Directed Graphs  
 
The above heat diffusion model is designed for 
undirected graphs, but in many situations, the Web 
graphs are directed, especially in online recommender 
systems or knowledge sharing sites. Every user in 
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knowledge sharing sites typically has a trust list. The 
users in the trust list can influence this user deeply. 
These relationships are directed since user a is in the 
trust list of user b, but user b might not be in the trust 
list of user a. At the same time, the extent of trust 
relations is different since user ui may trust user uj 
with trust score 1 while trust user uk only with 
trust score 0.2. Hence, there are different weights 
associated with the relations. Based on this 
consideration, we modify the heat diffusion model for 
the directed graphs as follows. Consider a directed 
graph G = {V, E,W}, where V is the vertex set, and V = 
{v1, v2, . . . , vn}. W = {wij | where wij 
 

 
 

 
4. Results and Discussion  
  
4.1 Search Results Improvement  
  
We are going to use heat values in query suggestion. 
These values not only can be used in query 

suggestions, but also are very informative in the 
advertisement when customers bid  for  query  terms.  
Actually,  since  the  diffusions  are between  all  the  
nodes  in  the  graph  (including  the  nodes 
representing queries and the nodes representing 
URLs), all the URLs also have heat values. Hence, it is 
easy to infer that, for a given query, after the diffusion 
process, the heat values  of  URLs  represent  the  
relatedness  to  the  original query, which can also be 
employed as the ranking of these URLs. Table 1shows 
search results improvement.  
 

Table 1: Search Results Improvement 
 

 
  
4.2 Social Recommendation  
  
Since our model is quite general, we can apply it to 
more complicated   graphs   and   applications,   such   
as   Social Recommendation   problem.   Recently,   as   
the   explosive growth of Web 2.0 applications, social-
based applications gain  lots  of  traffics  on  the  Web.  
Social  recommendation, which produces 
recommendations by incorporating users’ social   
network   information,   is   becoming   to   be   an 
indispensable   feature   for   the   next   generation   of   
Web applications.  
  
Conclusion  
  
We  present  a  novel  framework  for  
recommendations  on large  scale  Web  graphs  using  
heat  diffusion.  This  is  a general framework which can 
basically be adapted to most of the Web graphs for the 
recommendation tasks, such as query  suggestions,  
image  recommendations,  personalized 
recommendations,   etc.   The   generated   suggestions   
are semantically   related   to   the   inputs.   The   
experimental analysis on several large scale Web data 
sources shows the promising future of this approach.  
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